[Expert Workshop COPD: Lungs and Heart - Quite Often Ill Together].
When caring for patients with respiratory diseases, always think of the heart! This is especially important for COPD patients, but also for a variety of other disorders of the respiratory system. At the workshop "Luftschlösser", held once more at Wiesbaden, Germany in February 2019 the many and important interactions of the lungs and the heart as well as the therapeutic implications were discussed. Based on pathophysiology, the psycho-social consequences of dyspnea, the leading symptom in patients with lung and heart disease became apparent. A particularly demanding diagnostic and therapeutic situation occurs in patients suffering simultaneously of lung and heart disease. It has been shown how frequently the diagnosis myocardial infarction is missed in COPD patients - and vice versa. Surprisingly, this is also the case in asthmatics with coronary heart disease or heart failure, a fact not readily known in clinical practice. In patients with emphysema and no apparent heart disease, hyperinflation leads to significantly restricted heart function. Reducing hyperinflation by inhaling broncholytics thus improves heart function. Biomarkers are increasingly being used for diagnostic purposes. Their role is being investigated in the large German COPD cohort COSYCONET. Lung patients suffering from more severe heart diseases pose a challenge for therapy in intensive care, especially when ventilated, and weaning from the ventilator is prolonged. Lung vessel diseases are "classic" examples of the intimate interaction of the lungs and the heart. In pulmonary arterial hypertension as well as in chronic thrombo-embolic pulmonary hypertension the lag time between the first symptoms and the definite diagnosis is often unacceptably long. For both diseases of the lung vessels therapeutic options have improved significantly over the last years. Pulmonologists should take care of this increasingly important patient group. Sleep-related breathing disorders and heart function are closely intertwined. Both conditions need special attention after the results of the SERVE-HF trial have been published. But there is no doubt that obstructive sleep apnea represents an independent and important risk factor for cardiovascular disease and needs to be treated according to existing guidelines.This workshop demonstrated impressively the multiple interactions of the respiratory system with cardiac function, resulting diagnostic and therapeutic problems, and means to overcome these problems. Guidelines for respiratory diseases should appropriately address cardiac comorbidity.